featherhawk Soul & Ego Set™
SG00

9 cobalt blue 1/2 oz dropper bottles

$81.66

The Soul & Ego Set (formerly the Creativity & Ego Set) is made up of a select group of
essences from the Sacred Geometry Series, including the five Platonic Solids
(Tetrahedron, Cube, Octahedron, Dodecahedron, and Icosahedron).
Collectively, our most important work now is to move into our heart space and know
the love that we are. The Soul & Ego Set helps us move into our heart space and
restore wholeness and balance to the foundational geometries surrounding our
physical and subtle energy bodies. This aids relaxation, reduces stress, initiates
peacefulness, and expands consciousness.
If you are familiar with the Flower of Life* teachings and the MerKaBa, these essences
can help you focus on the work of the meditation.
Re-integrating and unifying Soul & Ego and Inner Female & Inner Male is crucial to our
continuing evolution. These energies meet in our heart, restoring wholeness to our
Earthly experience as they ground our highest spiritual Self into our human existence --with grace. As this occurs, we come to know the true meaning of the words, "...on
Earth as it is in Heaven." This is the gift of the Soul & Ego Set.
These essences are also a wonderful adjunct to walking the Chartres Labyrinth, either
on the Earth, on a piece of paper or on another portable form. There is a copy of the
Chartres Labyrinth at the end of this document.
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The Essences
Cube Expresses the element of Earth. Grounds and integrates the Whole of You, as it
reminds you to nourish and honor the Earth and your body temple in all ways. Repairs,
rebuilds and restores the Hexahedral (Cube) matrix in and around the Whole of You.
SG1 ...... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Chartres Labyrinth Integrate experience (Inner Female) and logic (Inner Male).
Generates balance and integration among the experiential/feminine right brain, the
logical/masculine left brain, the present moment of the front brain, and the records
and memories of the back brain. These interweave and interpenetrate one another,
maintaining their unique characteristics while enhancing and empowering each other
in a dance of wholeness, order and harmony. Encourages self-confidence, selfexpression and self-realization.
SG17 .... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Dodecahedron Expresses the element of Ether. Continuously flowing movement;
rebirth and regeneration. The quintessence or spirit of life connects you to and
expresses your essential nature. Movement is life, stagnation is death. Repairs, rebuilds
and restores the Dodecahedral matrix in and around the Whole of You.
SG3 ...... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Golden Mean Harmonic Balances and unifies Heart and Mind; the Peacemaker. Use
in any situation that requires thoughtful, direct action guided by love and mindfulness.
SG6 ...... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Icosahedron Expresses the element of Water. Creates a safe space where you can
patiently allow power or energy to fully manifest before initiating movement. When
movement is forced before the energies are fully manifested, you may experience
jerks and starts and stops. Divine timing gives you a productive waiting time and allows
you to become fully prepared then move quickly from where you are to where you
want to be at the perfect moment. Repairs, rebuilds and restores the Icosahedral
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matrix in and around the Whole of You.
SG7 ...... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Octahedron Expresses the element of Air. This is the atmosphere of ideas, dreams,
thoughts, and reason that permeates your inner landscape. Brings balance to the
mind and encourages the mind/ego to acknowledge the heart as leader while
valuing its own ability to “do.” Repairs, rebuilds and restores the Octahedral matrix in
and around the Whole of You.
SG12 .... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Sphere "I AM Here." Establish your boundaries, claim your space, honor your life
purpose. The birthing place of the Creative process. In the beginning was The Word,
and the power of that Word lives in you. Declare your intention and commitment by
the power of your Word.
SG14 .... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Star Tetrahedron Balance and integrate experience and logic to restore unity and full
self-expression. The experiential feminine and logical masculine interweave and
interpenetrate one another, while maintaining their unique and important
characteristics. Knowing one is not whole without the other, they enhance and
empower one another in a dance of harmony and grace.
SG18 .... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Tetrahedron Expresses the element of Fire. Embodies the intelligent, thoughtful and
efficient use of resources, stabilizing you and your surroundings. Connects you directly
to your intuition and your purpose if you have ears to hear and eyes to see. Repairs,
rebuilds and restores the Tetrahedral matrix in and around the Whole of You.
SG16 .... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
To learn more about the Flower of Life workshop, click here.
On the next page there is a Chartres Labyrinth for your use.
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